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MISSION

"SprinNG is a Literary
Movement and
Society for the
Promotion,
Revitalization, and
Improvement of New
Nigerian Generations
in Writing and
Literature."

Our time was then, is
now, and every other
time.
- The SprinNG Women Authors Prize
Est. 2020
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SprinNG - Summary
Established May 2016 as Sprinng Literary Movement and re-branded as SprinNG in December 2019.
Through our website, we publish reviews, poems, stories, essays, and fiction, all of which engender
the soul of the national literature.
We founded and manage a Nigerian Writers Database that hosts the biography of 150+ writers.
We have a SprinNG Lit page dedicated to promoting other literary websites worldwide and
informing writers of opportunities outside what SprinNG offers.
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We conduct an annual creative writing fellowship, providing 1 month of free mentorship to select
writers with resources such as airtime, paid access to books and more, during the fellowship.
We discover and promote female Nigerian authors with the annual SprinNG Women Authors Prize –
combating the unequal gender representation and participation in the industry.
We also run an annual SprinNG Poetry Contest with a unique theme to celebrate our anniversary.
Email: Contact@SprinNG.org for all questions and concerns.

@SprinNGlm
@The_SWAPng
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@SprinNGlm
@The_SWAPng

SprinNG & SWAP Media

@SprinNGlm
@The_SWAPng

@SprinNG.

Why a Women Authors Prize?
Visit www.sprinng.org/SWAP for more information.
Often, when we talk about feminism and gender inequalities, or
representation, we don't talk about it from the perspective of literature and
publication. We talk about it in terms of politics, religion, family roles, the
workforce, but not so often in the availability of books we read in schools,
or the search and promotion of authors by publishers and literary agents,
or literary recognition where many times there is more male
representation than female.
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After observing the trends of female participation and recognition in
literary activities and publications, it became clear to SprinNG
that for females to succeed, we would need more than opportunities
provided to all; we need opportunities for women specifically.
While we acknowledge that the spirit of creativity and writing bears no
gender, we also envision how gender participates and sometimes
directs our experiences as artists. We wonder how our efforts in sisterhood
can influence our growth in the industry. We look forward to women,
having their genders as an asset to them, being visible to opportunities,
equally recognized, and respected in all aspects of art and life.

Oyindamola Shoola
Co-founder & CEO of SprinNG

THE STATISTICS
Visit www.sprinng.org/SWAP for more information.

More than opinions and generalizations, first
looking inward, we reflected on the past
outcomes of programs and writing
opportunities provided.
We observed closely, recognizing how factors
such as gender impacts participation and even
roles within participation.
We challenge other organizations to do the
same and make more effort to promote fair
gender participation in all aspect of their work.
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SprinNG Sample Report - Reflecting gender differences
January 2018 Male Mentees

January 2018 Male Mentors

January 2018 Female Mentees

January 2018 Female Mentors

August 2018 Male Mentees

August 2018 Male Mentors

August 2018 Female Mentees

August 2018 Female Mentors

June 2019 Male mentees

June 2019 Male mentors

June 2019 Female mentees
0

June 2019 Female mentors
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Under SprinNG, there is more female participation in learning roles than in
teaching and leadership roles.
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THE MYTHS
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In the past, when we reached out to similar Nigerian literary organizations and leaders, asking about
the representation or participation of females in their outcomes, the responses have been
- Females don't participate even when the opportunity is provided to them only, let alone to all
- We can't find as much Nigerian female writers as we can find Nigerian male writers
- Females aren't as enthusiastic towards competing
Beyond these reasons are more, intentionally or unintentionally contributing to the lack of visibility for
female Nigerian authors.

What if none of these are true?
Or
What if some/all these are true, and we can change it?

SWAP - Challenging the Myths
SWAP directs it's effort to
Discover Nigerian writers that are female
Promote them on social media
Increase their engagement through interviews
Establish a network of women supporting women
Voice that yes, our gender (female) is important, and no, it
will not be an excuse for limitations or inequalities within the
literary and publishing industry
Promote feminism by claiming and standing for our gender
and femininity, not in comparison to men or expressing
desire to be like them but simply saying the room for
success and accomplishment also belongs to all of us!
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SWAP
The SprinNG Women Authors
Prize (#SWAPng) will select a
Nigerian Female Author annually
- someone who has published a
full-length book in print and
invest N100,000 in purchasing,
distributing, and marketing
copies of their book Nation-wide
through our sister literary
websites and events whom we
collaborate with.
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Application & FAQs
The online portal to apply for the SprinNG Women Authors
Prize will open annually in July and close in September - the
link will be published on this page. The judges of the SprinNG
Women Authors Prize will be announced in October once the
application closes.
We require a self-nomination process, meaning that prospective
applicants will complete the application and nominate
themselves. The author will only be able to submit one book for
the nomination, and it can be of any genre and theme, selfpublished or released by a publisher in any year.
There is no age or region eligibility required. The book nominated
must be available for purchase in Nigeria.
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Mark your calendars!
Important Dates
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July 1: Applications for the SprinNG Women Authors Prize opens
September 30: Applications for the SprinNG Women Authors Prize closes
October: Judges will be announced
October to December: Applications will be reviewed
January 15: Prize winner will be announced
February - May: Authors books will be distributed

Our
Unconventional
Approach

If we don't ask or talk
about it, who will?
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In our interviews we
aim to:

Increase our awareness
about female Nigerian
authors.
Establish consciousness
about the history of gender
influences in literature and
publishing.
Question the possibility of
gender informing our
experiences in life and as
writers and authors in
Nigeria.

In the spirit of other women who
have come before us, who are here
with us and who will come after us,
we are setting ourselves upfront,
upward, and to stand out!
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Who is your favorite female Nigerian author/writer and why?

SWAP MANAGER

1
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Ebukun G. Ogunyemi is a Creative Writer and a
Freelancer. She writes creative content including
poetry, fiction, and for screen purposes. She is
passionate about many things that include
women-related causes and mental health. She is
a staunch lover of books, art, African literature,
music, film and documentary. On days when
she's not working professionally, she can be found
blogging or recording a podcast. Cutting her hair
is one of her many guilty pleasures.
Retrieved from the Nigerian Writers Database: www.nigerianwriters.info

What are
you doing
to make a
difference?

We are not just bringing our
seats to the table, we are
creating and owning the table
as well, and inviting more
women to share of it.
- The SprinNG Women Authors Prize
Est. 2020
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Thank you!
www.SprinNG.org
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